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TECHNICAL DATA

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
MILDEX-Q provides a fast and easy-to-use one
step solution for the elimination and prevention of
mold and mildew. 

AREAS OF APPLICATION
Great for cleaning tile, grout, shower curtains and
stalls, boat covers, camper canopies, convertible
tops, vinyl awnings, patio and lawn furniture, under
eves and trim, refrigerator gaskets, outdoor furniture,
brick, concrete or wherever there is a possibility of
mildew growth. Used in homes, schools, athletic
facilities, hotels, hospitals, nursing homes etc.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Highly Effective - eliminates and prevents mold
and mildew formation with one product and simple
application.

Easy To Use - simply spray apply and walk away
allowing MILDEX-Q to do its job.

Eliminates Odours - eliminates odour conditions
caused by mold and mildew organics.

USE DIRECTIONS
General Cleaning - After routine cleaning of
counters, sinks, taps, bathtubs, showers and
toilets, spray small amount of MILDEX-Q on surface
and walk away.

Restoring Stained or Contaminated Areas -
Spray MILDEX-Q undiluted on surface, ensuring
grout lines are moistened. Agitation is not required.
Repeat if necessary.

Cleaning Surfaces Where Mildew Stains May
Develop - Coolers, refrigerators, basement walls,
boat covers, camper canopies, convertible tops,
vinyl awnings, under eaves and trim, outdoor
furniture, brick and concrete have a tendency
to foster mildew. Simply spray MILDEX-Q  and let
air dry for best results.

Cleaning Surfaces After Floods or Sewer Back-
ups - Wash surfaces, rinse buckets, mops,
sponges and cloths thoroughly with detergent. For
best results spray on MILDEX-Q solution and let air
dry.

CAUTION: BLEACH
DO NOT USE OR GET ON COTTON OR WOOL
FABRICS. NOT FOR USE ON FOOD CONTACT
SURFACES.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES - LIQUID
MILDEX-Q consists of chlorinated alkali.

Type ........................................Mold/Mildew Stain Cleaner
Appearance ....................................................Clear Liquid 
Odour....................................................................Chlorine
Viscosity............................................................Water Thin
Flammability ............................................Non-Flammable
pH (concentrate) ............................................................12  
Specific Gravity................................................................1 
Solubility in Water ....................................................100%
Toxicity (concentrate) ..............Eye/Skin/Respiratory Irritant

Avoid Ingestion

FOR USE IN
INDUSTRIAL, INSTITUTIONAL,
MARINE AND COMMERCIAL

ENVIRONMENTS

PACKAGING
Case (12 x 1L)
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